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Tripreport Bang’a en Kasemeni october 2022 
 
Introduction  
 
The start of this journey was very special. One of our sponsors in 2021 and 2022 wanted to 
experience what was achieved with the help of the donations in question. 
That is why - together with a few other interested parties - a number of projects in Bang'a 
and Kasemeni were visited. 
In Bang'a this the dormitory for girls was realized last year; a big success. This year, for the 
first time, there was no school drop-out due to early-pregnancy. The school results of the 
girls have also improved considerably and are approaching the results of the boys. 

 
 
We also visited the water basin project in Bang'a, which also benefits the most vulnerable. 
The basin had already been deepened considerably last time, but due to the extreme 
drought, the basin was empty again. In other words: reason for further enlargement. The 
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storage capacity is now more than 3,000 m3. And now just waiting for rain!

 
 
 
In Kasemeni we examined the care post, which became operational at the end of July. 
This also appears to meet a great need in practice: the waiting room is full every day. 

 
 
Because the 'overdue' need for care is great (after all, until recently there was no care 
available at all), we have made it possible to appoint an extra nurse for a period of six 
months. He immediately started his work. 
 
We also visited the Masai family of the first baby born in the care post. 
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Finally, a visit to a number of branches of the Kasemeni Primary School was on the program. 
Dependances (‘feeder schools’) have been set up because the walking distance from home 
to school is too great for the youngest children (classes 1 and 2). However, the learning 
situation (see photos) does not exactly guarantee a great success. Moreover, even for 
children in the higher classes, a walking distance of up to three hours one way is impossible. 

 
 
Looking back, our guests were very impressed with everything they saw and experienced. So 
much so that our sponsor on site decided to also enable the construction of a dormitory for 
boys in Bang'a. 
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Governor Mme Fatuma 
 
A second special event in our first week was an introduction to the (new) Governor of Kwale 
county, HE Mme Fatuma Mohamed Achani. We had a very good conversation with her, in 
which she promised, among other things, to open the care post in Kasemeni, as well as the 
boys' dormitory in Bang'a, early next year, together with the sponsor. 

 
 
 
Activities in Bang’a 
 
As a follow-up to our previous visit, we then mainly spent time on: 
1. Chicken projects from vulnerable families; 
2. The village elders and the water dam; 
3. Getting to know the Secondary School; 
4. Chicken project Annety Women Group. 
 

1. Chicken projects from vulnerable families  

In 2021 and 2022 we helped three family groups start a small chicken business. These are 
three groups that belong to the most vulnerable families (illiterate and very poor). 
They are: 
•  Neema Group. They did very well last year and already received a second donation. 
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•  Riziki Self Help Group. This group of families is so poor that last year we gave them 
not only a start-up donation for a chicken project, but also some food aid. 
•  Magongoni Family Group. This group received a starting donation last year. 
The Neema Group has had some problems with the departure of some families. For that 
reason, the chicken coop had to be moved. Now the cooperation again turned out to be 
problematic, with disappointing results as a result. We have nevertheless given them a new 
donation, with the caveat that demonstrable success is a condition for being eligible for help 
again in the future. 

 
 

 
 
The Riziki Self-Help Group and the Magongoni Group built beautiful chicken coops with last 
year's donation. With the follow-up donation from earlier this year, they have successfully 
continued their activities. Plans are now underway to further expand the activities. 
 
At the request of the three groups, we gave two days of training. The first day was more 
technical in nature and was given by a chicken expert from the Ministry of Agriculture, 
including a demonstration on how to vaccinate. The second day was mainly about group 
dynamics and how to work better together. 
 

2.  The waterdam 
 

The water dam (basin) that we built in a few stages turned out to be empty again, as a result 
of the enormous drought. We took this opportunity to further increase the storage capacity 
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to over 3,000 m3. The facilities such as a pump, storage tank, pipes, etc. are all present and 
functioning properly. So, it is now a matter of waiting until the rainy season. We have 
installed water meters to gain a better insight into the exact volumes. 

 
 
Some of the families have already started sowing, others are ready, but waiting for the rain. 
Everyone is very hopeful. 
 

3. Introduction to the Secondary School 

Most children go to a secondary school after primary school. We met the headmaster of the 
local secondary school. The school is located less than a km from the primary school. And it 
is mainly visited by children whose parents cannot afford the much more expensive school 
where children usually attend. The school thus meets a relevant local need. To be able to 
offer the children a good education, the school urgently needs to expand with a classroom, 
four toilets and a chemistry room, including furnishings. We are considering turning this into 
a new project. 
 

4. Chickenproject Annety Women Group 

Thanks to a new sponsor, we will shortly be starting a relatively large-scale project: the 
construction and operation of seven chicken coops. In it, 300 ready-to-slaughter chickens 
will be reared every week, so that they can then be sold to, among others, a nearby 
pedagogical academy (still under construction). The chicken project is managed by the 
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Annety Women Group, a group with a great deal of experience and successful projects to its 
name, including in the chicken business. The project involves a combination of a donation 
and a loan. We discussed all plans, working methods, contracts, etc. in detail with the 
women. They're ready. 
 
Activities in Kasemeni 
 
As a follow-up to our visit last June, we spent time on: 
1. The care-post; 
2. The primary school; 
3. Microcredits. 
 

1. The care-post 

The care post has been in use for several months now and meets a great need. The local 
population is very enthusiastic and there is no fear of visiting the care post. For the first 
time, healthcare is easily accessible, deliveries are much safer, and infectious diseases such 
as malaria and typhus are no longer fatal. Previously, the hospital in LungaLunga was too far 
away for many people. This has created a care reservoir with the result that the waiting area 
of the care post is overcrowded. That is why we have made it possible to appoint an extra 
nurse for a period of six months. 
 
We have had extensive consultations with the staff on duty and the regional health care 
organization about the state of affairs, the points for attention, wishes, etc. This has led to 
an order for additional equipment. Various follow-up activities were also discussed in an 
exploratory manner. In addition, we carried out the last structural inspection, together with 
the technical engineer of the ministry and the contractor. 
There are still a few minor points to be resolved by the contractor and then the last 
installment of this first construction phase will be paid. 
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As previously agreed with the Board of Management (BoM), we provided a two-day training 
for the group. Partly for their role as BoM member, partly for Business Management. After 
all, they are all small-scale entrepreneurs. 

 

The transfer of ownership of the care post has been discussed with the Minister of Health. We 
agree that the government should own the care post and that it is transferred free of charge, 
provided that the building is used exclusively as a care post and that the maintenance is paid 
for by the government. The minister will prepare the necessary documents. 
 

 
2. Kasemeni Primary School 

The Kasemeni Primary School faces many challenges. In brief: 
• Deferred maintenance; 
• No kitchen; 
• Far too few toilets; 
• No meeting room for parents ('shade'); 
• Bad teachers' rooms; 
• Shortage of classrooms; 
• No overnight stay for children in group 8; 
• No computers. 
We have spoken extensively with the school director, the parent council and the ministry of 
education. The conclusion is that the needs at the school are very great, but that tackling 
the challenge of the feeder schools and the long walking distance for children from the third 
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grade must be a priority. The dropout rate of children who drop out of primary education is 
too great. Moreover, walking for hours in the heat results in a strongly reduced learning 
capacity of the children who do persevere. 
A plan is therefore being developed to realize a primary school in the centrally located 
Mzuri. Phase 1 consists of building classrooms, toilets, a teacher's room and a water and 
electricity supply. The Ministry of Education has promised that they will provide a 'technical 
engineer' free of charge, provide teachers and teaching materials and take ownership of the 
school once it is ready and also provide maintenance.

 
In addition, we want to make it possible for the lower classes of the existing primary school 
to be provided with school furniture. 
 

3. Micro-credit  

Just like in Bang'a, women's groups are also active in Kasemeni for mutual support in all 
kinds of areas, such as running small businesses. The total number of participants is one 
hundred and fifty, spread over thirteen groups. The groups play a very relevant role in 
keeping the community going. An important tool for this is microcredit. The women have 
saved a small pot of money from which members who need temporary money can get a 
loan. The loan will be repaid after three months, including interest. However, the amount of 
money saved is just too small to really develop new initiatives. We therefore want to honor 
their request for help. Our provisional ambition is to be able to donate an amount of € 30 
per member, or: € 4,500,- 
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We remain active to advance and provide perspective to the Bang'a and Kasemeni 
communities. 
 
Projects are embedded in the community, priorities are set by the community. The bigger 
goal: helping people help themselves, self-reliance. 
 
However, we cannot achieve this without your support. 
Large or small donations, for specific projects or for what is needed, everything is welcome. 
 
Foundation Saidia Kwale 
ING: NL61INGB0006412077 
SWIFT/BIC: INGBNL2A 
 
Also on behalf of the residents of Kasemeni and Bang'a: thank you very, very much in 
advance!! 


